SAILING
LEVEL 1
By Sng Jia Ping

The Level 1 sailing competency training was held at CSC during the recess week.
Despite our hectic schedules and upcoming mid-terms, we all decided to free up our
time for this course, and it was the best decision we’ve made.
Throughout the course, we finally understood all the terminologies our seniors used,
helping us better understand the sport that is Sailing. On top of that, we practiced tying
all kinds of knots that serves different purposes, learnt about rules and right of way.
Furthermore, it was a great bonding opportunity for all of us, from travelling to CSC
together to eating lunch at Changi Food Village. It was a experience that affirmed our
choice to join SMU Sailing, making us more determined to train and learn more from
our seniors. The course was definitely an insightful and memorable one!
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PLATU CUP 2015
By Alastair Tay
You can only imagine our surprise at the announcement of SMU Sailing’s 2015 Platu
Cup Sail Team: a motley crew of Year 2s led by plucky Clement “Captain Luffy” Lim.
With nothing to our names besides spirits for high endeavour and love of the ocean
blue, our excitement was quickly tempered with trepidation. Determined for glory (or,
at least, to not lose face), we quickly got to work packing bags, booking tickets, and
training till nerves burst and tears were shed. We had lots to learn, and little time to
waste. The competition was stiff, with familiar favourites Kingdom Properties and Easy
Tiger gunning for the Platu Championship.
After dumping our bags at the Bannammao Resort (a quiet, affordable lodge in the
middle of the jungle), we made our way down to Ocean Marina Yacht Club to meet our
racehorse: The Dragon, a storied boat that I last sailed on at the Top of the Gulf
Regatta. We were delighted at its brand new hull and beautiful sails. We quickly got to
work checking the equipment, cleaning the deck, and taking lots of pictures. Soon
enough, a familiar face brightened up our own: Mr Kevin “Kev” Scott arrived, all smiles
and full of welcome! Ever enthusiastic and passionate about Platu sailing, Kev quickly
bounded onto the boat and dished out invaluable advice on side-stay tensions,
headsail trim, and the use of an explicitly-named downhaul attachment for pulling the
mast forward during downwinds.
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We were delighted when Kev
offered to take us to dinner after
that. What began as a simple
enquiry on where to get food
became an enjoyable car ride to
“The View”, a quaint beach-side
restaurant with the most
beautiful sunset and delicious
Thai-style seafood.
The following day, we arrived at
OMYC for some practice
training. With no practice races
scheduled, we were left to our
own devices. Excitement and
glee soon turned into frustration
as we fumbled over weights calls
and our mains halyard
repeatedly slipped. It was also
then apparent to us that the
winds for this regatta were not
going to be strong. With 5 to 8
knots of wind, there was to be no
tolerance for our clumsiness.
Returning back for a lunch break
and getting our halyard replaced
(Kev to the rescue!), we rested up
and headed back out again with
high hopes. Alas, we did not
perform much better, failing one
too many manoeuvres and even dropping a fender into the water while parking.
With heavy hearts we talked about our troubles, both as individuals and as a
team. We ended the painstaking team talk with a reminder from ‘Captain Luffy’
that attitude is the most important ingredient for success. To ease our troubled
hearts and fill up our fuel tanks for the races, we descended upon Ninja Mookata
and promptly destroyed their business model.
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Day 1 of racing saw the same

wind conditions as the previous day.
This time, however, we were
mentally-rehearsed, well-rested and
morale-boosted. Of course, all the
mental preparation in the world will
not save you if you miss the starting
countdown till the last minute. We
took a 7th place in the first race, out
of the 7 boats taking part in the
regatta. For our second race, we
applied our training and sailed to a
respectable 5th place! The third and
fourth races saw us taking 6th place
both times. We ended the day
feeling satisfied with our
performance, tucking in to the
sumptuous buffet and beers and
mingling with the other sailors. We
were especially glad to be
fraternising with the friendly and
experienced crew of Easy Tiger.
Food, friends, and fun – that is what
sailing is all about!

On the second day, we arrived

bright and early for some extra
coaching from Easy Tiger’s trimmer,
Pete Winters, who provided his input
on sail trim, rigging, and weights. With
newfound knowledge and enthusiasm,
we hoisted our sails and set out
towards our last day of racing. For the
fifth race, we suffered from a faulty
tactics call and took 7th place. For the
sixth, we managed to take the gustier
side of the course and lasted through
the race more ahead than ever before.
It ended with a nail-biting toe-to-toe
finish at 4th place over The Fox! For our
seventh race, we took 7th, and for our
final race, we took 5th.
At the end of the exhausting two days
of races, it was finally time to take home
prizes and souvenirs. We obtained an
award for competing with Controlled
Sails, helping Kev spearhead an
initiative to standardise the sails for
future regattas. In addition, we received
a beautifully-taken photograph with an
equally delightful gold photo frame. As
we bid farewell to Kev (promising to
return him his treat next time, against
his resistance) and the other sailors, we
realised how much we had learnt over
the course of this Platu Cup journey. It
had been an adventure that was more
instructive, more maturing, and more
challenging than anything we
expected. We returned home with a
treasure trove of knowledge and
experience, having become better
sailors and better friends. Till next time!
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CHINA
CUP
2015
By Amanda Ng
Being given the opportunity to
take part in the 9th China Cup
International Regatta in Daya Bay
Shenzhen, China was truly an
amazing and memorable
experience. Our team, for the first
time, was not only made up of
SMU sailors. This made it difficult
to find a common time to go
down to RM to train, which left us
with only 2 REALLY short training
sessions (due to the haze if you
guys can recall) before we had to
head to China and compete.
I was particularly overwhelmed by
the fact that I was a very new
keelboat sailor, much less sailing
on a 40-foot boat with 10 other
crew members! However,
everyone in the team was very
encouraging and patient. Those
who were more experienced took
the time to teach us the ropes and
guide us along.

The regatta’s fleet consisted of 25
boats, with professional sailors
coming from all around the world New Zealand, Australia, USA, Russia,
Sweden, Great Britain, France,
Canada and of course, China.
Since we only had a day for boat
prep and train before the event, the
comfortable wind conditions during
the passage race on the first day
helped us warm up nicely for the rest
of the regatta. The next few days
greeted us with 20 over knots of wind
and really intense races. The starts
were especially scary as we had to
fight for a good position with 24
other 40-foot boats on a very
crammed start line, with almost every
start having super close boat on boat
action and of course, lots of shouting.
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The competition proved to be
tough with the top sailors leading
every race, although we were very
pleased that we managed to have
a few top position first mark
rounding! However, our lack of
experience made it difficult for us
to keep up with the top sailors.
Furthermore, we were the lightest
team out there.
The races were really intense,
especially at the mark roundings
where it was crucial that were
carried out our tasks well so as to
maintain our positions. This
resulted in us shouting at one
another “spin up yes spin up, now
now now!!” or “WEIGHTS
OUTTTTT” (all of us but our very
cool headed helm Jo haha).
However, we had our fair share of
laughs as well, especially after the
races where we would joke about
our screw ups and issue each
other down downs.

After racing every day, we would walk to
Sheraton for our buffet dinner where we
stuffed our tummies (and faces) after a long
and tiring day out at sea. We would
encourage each other to eat more in
preparation for the next day’s expected
strong winds.
On the last night after the closing
ceremony, a few of the China/Hong Kong
guys (Zhou San: Terna’s inside joke!!), Maxi
and Cai brought us out for some delicious
street side BBQ and beer (I mean, of
course). We were all in good spirits and
had a wonderful time celebrating our
performance as well as the memories that
we created as a team.
I am really grateful for this opportunity to
have represented SMU in such a major
regatta, and also ever so thankful to the
team for teaching me so many new things
and making my first major keelboat regatta
such a memorable and fun-filled one. I am
now looking forward to the next one with
much anticipation and excitement!!!
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CHRISTMAS
SAILABRATION
By Jade Loh
The sailors came together this jolly season to celebrate the most wonderful
time of the year— Christmas! There were lots of food made by the year 1 and
2s; salted egg chicken, briyani rice, baked spaghetti bolognese, mango sticky
rice...just to name a few. Of course, a Christmas
Sailabration is not complete without the highly
anticipated Christmas gift exchange! The sailors brought
all sorts of crazy stuff to exchange, from lacy Topshop
thongs to elastic stress sausages, but the best gift would
have to be the sports swim towel that got stolen more
than anyone can keep track. God knows who has the
towel now, but let's hope it's being used to its fullest. A
big thank you to Chris for opening his beautiful house for
the Christmas Sailabration and to everyone for making
the night so warm and full of laughter!
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